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meghan.lopez@gmail.com  

www.meghanlopez.com 
 

 
Weekend Anchor/ Reporter, KFOX14/ CBS4 (El Paso, TX)            2014-Present 

Anchor weekend newscasts for KFOX14 and CBS4. During weekdays, report on local issues 
for El Paso and Las Cruces communities. Responsibilities include pitching and pursuing 
original stories, covering breaking news, conducting live shots from the field, engaging viewers 
via social media, shooting, writing and editing news packages and filling in on the anchor desk. 

 
Anchor/ Reporter, RT-TV America (Washington, D.C.)      2012-2014 

Cover national and international news stories as an investigative reporter and anchor. RT-TV 
America’s newscasts are broadcasted to 644 million homes in 70 countries. Job responsibilities 
included coming up with original story ideas, investigating news tips, building relationships 
with sources, conducting live shots, traveling for stories and anchoring weekday newscasts. 

 
Deputy News Editor/ Line Producer, RT-TV America (Washington, D.C.)   2009-2012  

Started as a writer/ video editor and was promoted to line producer. Main duties included 
stacking shows, writing scripts, ordering graphics and line producing three daily newscasts. 

 
Student Fellow, RIAS Berlin Commission (Germany/ Belgium)      June 2009  

First student journalist to join RIAS fellowship on a tour of German news organizations, NATO 
and the EU headquarters to promote international journalistic cooperation. 

 
Reporter/ Producer, Campus Connections (Honolulu, HI)      2008-2009 

Reported on state and local issues for UHM’s campus-owned television station. Wrote scripts, 
reported and produced segments, shot and edited news packages and anchored newscasts. 
 

Summer Intern, KUSA-9News (Denver, CO)      May-August 2008  
Helped the general news department write VO’s, edit and log video and research stories. 
Worked with the web team during the 2008 Democratic National Convention in Denver. 

 
LANGUAGES: English and Spanish  
 
EDUCATION: Bachelor of Arts, University of Hawaii at Manoa (Journalism and Spanish) 
 
ORGANIZATIONS: Spanish Honor Society & National Association of Hispanic Journalists 
 
HONORS: 2016 VOLAR ADA Media Advocate of the year, 2009 Fox News College Challenge 
Winner 
 
TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY: Final Cut Pro, Avid, Dalet, iNews, Vizrt, Dreamweaver, Sony 
HDV HDR-FX1E, Sony HVR A1U 
 


